
Your session fee will include sibling/family photos, various
scenes, poses, and time for baby to feed/settle as needed.

All your photos will then be edited and prepared in a
slideshow for viewing.

✓ 2 photographers on the day
✓ No charge for going over the allocated time
✓ Various scenes and poses
✓ All photos edited
✓ Photos prepared in a slideshow
✓ No obligation to purchase the photos
✓ No charge for including sibling and parent photos in
newborn shoots
✓ No hidden charges

Makeup & Hair:
Makeup – $85 per person (usually $120 without a shoot)
Hair – $85 per person (usually $120 without a shoot)

Newborn Shoot (studio)

*Note: above pricing is for weekday sessions (9am-5pm), weekends/ weeknights are $50 extra. 
The session fee is paid as a non-refundable deposit at the time of booking.

Sitting Fee*: $150



"My husband was on the fence about whether or not to do a newborn shoot but during the session
with Marten and Dalia he was put at ease by how well they worked together, the kindness they

showed us and our two older children and how easily they settled our baby girl. After viewing the
photos he was so glad that I talked him into doing the photoshoot and we even purchased a canvas

as he was so thrilled with how the photos turned out.

I also chose to get my make up done by Dalia which was very convenient and well worth it, as she
did such a fantastic job. I felt confident and so beautiful.

We are so thankful to Marten and Dalia for capturing our baby girl as well as the stunning family
photos. Would absolutely recommend Faithful Photography."

- Georgia B.

https://www.faithfulphotography.com.au/contact/
https://www.facebook.com/faithfulphotography.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/faithfulphotographyau
https://www.faithfulphotography.com.au/
https://www.faithfulphotography.com.au/contact/


FAQ's:

When is the ideal time to schedule a newborn shoot?
The perfect window for capturing those beautiful newborn shots is
within the first two weeks after birth. This is usually booked a few
months prior but we understand that babies often arrive on their
own schedule, so we're flexible about adjusting the date closer to
the time. Please keep us informed about any updates from your

doctor.

How long does a newborn shoot usually last?
Please allow up to 90 minutes for your newborn session, although

the exact length can vary depending on the baby's mood and needs.

Where does the newborn shoot take place?
Our newborn sessions are held at our cozy studio in Glen Alpine,

providing a comfortable and controlled environment for your little
one.

What should I bring to the newborn shoot?
Please bring along any essential baby items such as a dummy, extra

food, and a face washer for dribbles. Feel free to also bring any
sentimental items like hospital wrist bands, a favourite blanket, or a

special stuffed animal you'd like to include in the photos.

What should my baby wear for the shoot?
We provide all outfits for your newborn to ensure a perfect fit and
aesthetic. For the rest of the family, we recommend simple outfits
in solid colours - black, white, or soft pastels work well. This helps

to keep the focus on your faces rather than your outfits.

How can I prepare my baby for the shoot?
To ensure a smooth shoot, feed and let your baby sleep just prior to
the session. Please use mittens in the days leading up to the shoot

to prevent any accidental scratches.

Can parents and siblings be included in the photos?
Absolutely! We love to capture the whole family's joy and include

shots with siblings, individual parent photos, and full family photos
in our sessions.

When can I expect to receive the final edited photos?
Once all the photos are taken, we invite you back to the studio

within two weeks to view your final edited images.

Can I order prints or albums from the session?
Yes, you can! During your follow-up visit to view the final images,

you'll have the opportunity to choose from our range of collections,
which include options for prints and albums.

Can I bring a special item to the shoot to be included?
Of course! Let us know beforehand if you’d like to bring any special

items or things with sentimental value when we discuss your
preferences, so that we can include them in the session plan.

https://www.facebook.com/faithfulphotography.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/faithfulphotographyau
https://www.faithfulphotography.com.au/
https://www.faithfulphotography.com.au/contact/

